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Hello,
 
New technology can keep tabs on customers - just as Amazon.com tracks its
online shoppers and Google sends its users targeted advertising, the same
properties can be applied to new mobile solutions.

 
Keeping Track of Customers - In More Ways Than One
Using Wi-Fi, mobile phones can track traffic patterns in malls and stores,
just by using the signals emitted by shoppers' smartphone...while they are
on their phones within the physical store location, or in close proximity to a
store.  Malls are even going so far as to install these Wi-Fi networks to
attract their smartphone wielding and information hungry shoppers.  How
does this benefit brands and retailers you ask?  It's simple - they can draw
more consumers into their stores, keep track of their customers while
they're shopping, push them offers and deals to better engage with them,
understand what they are purchasing and build a profile of their habits, and
influence their shopper's behavior - even dispatching sales associates to
nearby smartphone holding customers to try and "close" the deal.  Not only
are venues like stores and malls installing this type of technology, but
banks and airports are too - it's a win-win for both themsleves and their
customers.  

 
Wi-Fi Begins to Realize its Full Mobile Potential
But Wi-Fi technology goes beyond simple interactions with customers, it
also lets network operators keep tabs on what users are doing...from where
they're standing within a store, to what products they are searching for, and
even providing new opportunities to engage with consumers through
polling - like real-time polling of their favourite brand of chocolate. For
retailers and brands, this provides a wealth of shopper data at an
inexpensive price. Retailers learn what aisle shoppers are most likely to
purchase certain products, it's a new way for store owners to judge which
storefronts attract the most foot traffic, and also can turn mobile devices
into a tool to synch their customers messaging to antennas, which can then
turn consumers own devices into virtual billboards...all while charging a
premium for the ads that are sent to users' phones in these prime locations.

 
These applications of Wi-Fi only solidify how wireless devices will become
increasingly central to consumer's daily lives (as if they're not already!)
creating a new avenue for businesses and marketers to track and influence
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their customers, interact with them in a timely manner and increase
revenues. 
 
Recent News and Happenings Here at iSIGN
Here at iSIGN, we continue to improve and apply our mobile and Wi-Fi
solutions in new ways as we expand into the US.  Speaking of, we have also
recently announced the listing of our shares in the United States on OTCQX
with our new symbol ISDSF, and have signed a LOI with Graphic Media for
exclusive licensing in Indiana and Ohio. We have also reached a successful
conclusion to the previously announced licensing LOI with DAT Media, for
Australia and surrounding markets - so expect to see a lot more of our
interactive mobile advertising solutions cropping up near you!
 
I would also like to share with you recent coverage featuring iSIGN in the
news including: iSIGN's solution in Mac's stores across Canada mentioned in
Mediacaster and iSIGN's involvement with BroadSign mentioned in
DailyDOOH as BroadSign recently received the 2012 Frost & Sullivan Global
Growth Award. 
  
As always, if you have and questions about the content of this newsletter,
or would like to discuss iSIGN's upcoming projects and recent initiatives,
please don't hesitate to contact me at alex@isignmedia.com.
 
Kind Regards,
 
Alex Romanov, CEO
iSIGN Media
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Mac's stores' usage of iSIGN's  interactive network capabilities which
deliver advertising content to mobile phones within proximity of the
stores, is mentioned in Mediacaster.Read it here. 

iSIGN Media Announces
the Trading of its Shares

in the 
United States on OTCQX

and its New United States
 Trading Symbol 

Read the release here.
 

iSIGN Media and DAT
Media Announce the

Successful 
Conclusion to the

Previously Announced
Licensing LOI  

for Australia and
Surrounding Markets

Read the release here.  
 

We're Moving!

iSIGN's is pleased to
announce that we are

relocating in mid July -
we're consolidating and
centralizing our entire

Ontario operations into our
new Richmond Hill  location,
which should provide for a

more streamlined and
responsive operations.

Find us at:
 

iSIGN Media Corp
45A West Wilmot Street

Suite 3
Richmond Hill , Ontario

L4B 2P2
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iSIGN's latest whitepaper,
Consumer Data
Collecting: Measurements
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iSIGN's partner BroadSign wins the Frost & Sullivan 2012 Global Growth
Award and SIGN's interactive advertising solution for digital signage is
mentioned on DailDOOH. Read it here. 

 
Alex Romanov discusses the future of customer loyalty and engagement
through the use of mobile devices and location based marketing in Mobile
Marketer. Read it here. 
 

 

and Analytics in the
Digital World, examines
tips and principles for
brands and advertisers to
stay ahead of the curve in
this rapidly evolving
digital world.
Download it today for
insight on how consumer
data & metrics effects
your brands visibility, it's
ability to reach larger
audiences with timely
and relevant content and
concise measurement of
advertise spend. 
 
The whitepaper explores
the benefits that new
consumer data collection
and analysis practices
have to offer.
   
Download iSIGN's Data &
Metrics Whitepaper here.

Contact iSIGN

For more information about
iSIGN Media, please
visit www.isignmedia.com
or reach us via email at
info@isignmedia.com.
 
iSIGN Media Corp - Toronto
45A West Wilmot
Street, Suite 3
Richmond Hill, Ontario
L4B 2P2
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